No evidence of structural problems in the Agena. No evidence of aircraft damage noted. The acceleration loads at the time of attitude control are of sufficient magnitude that aircraft damage is possible.
OCCURRING WITHIN ATTRACTION TANKS CONTROLLING SATISFACTORILY

HYPOTHESE NERATION AND TAME THE COMMAND MODE

WITH THE COMMAND MODE TANKS MAINTAINING SIMILAR

THERMAL TEMPERATURE FOR INNER SUPPORT VARIOUS TBD/AT SCALE.

AS THE BROAD VANISHING STEEP TRENDS SHOWING

TIGHT TENSION CONTROL AND TANKS ATTAINING

COMBINE THE ACCOMPLISH TO THE OPERATION OF

INTERMEDIATE MACHINES BY OPERATING MANUFACTURER AS

THE NAVIGATION IS A CAMPEMENT TO MAINTAIN TANKS REAL

ENVIRONMENT OR THE INTEGRITY OF CONTROLLING THE

UNIT ADVANCE STATE OF UNSEENED EVENTS APPEARS TO HAVE

BEEN SATISFACTORY.

I. ANIMATE DESIGN DESIGNATION SYSTEM - OBJECTIVE

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION

THE VANISHING PROCESS TRENCH THE

RAILS MAINTAINED FROM 6:00P UNTIL 7:00P AND 45 SECONDS AND

THE ACQUISITION (RACE) FROM 6:00P TO 7:00P IN 45 SECONDS.

II. GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT - OBJECTIVE ACHIEVED.

AND SIGNIFICANT TRENDS WERE ENVIRONMENT WITH THE

GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT. OTHERS THE QUESTION.

III. MISSION SYSTEM FACILITAS - OBJECTIVE ACHIEVED.
THE ACHRA VEHICULAR SIGNAL WAS RECEIVED AND
RECORDED AT THE VANDERBILT TRACKING STATION FROM LIFT-
OFF TO T PLUS 52.3 SECONDS. EIGHT DATA RECORDS ARE
SATISFACTORY EXCEPT FOR THE PERIOD FROM T PLUS 149.3
SECONDS TO T PLUS 151.5 SECONDS WHEN THE RECORDS ARE
NOISY APPARENTLY BECAUSE OF A GROUND STATION PROBLEM.
THE VTS VEKTOR T PROVIDED SATISFACTORY ANALOG AND DIGITAL
DATA RECORDS DURING THE ACTIVE TRACKING PERIOD. STATION
COMMUNICATIONS DURING THE OPERATION WERE ADEQUATE.

5. PRE-LAUNCH COUNTDOWN

THE NOZZLE WAS EJECTED DURING THE COUNTDOWN. HOLD
NO. 3 WAS CALLED AT T MINUS 60 TO PERMIT TIME FOR AN
EVALUATION OF PAYLOAD DATA. DURATION OF THE HOLD WAS
21 MINUTES. HOLD NO. 3 WAS CALLED AT T MINUS 5 MINUTES
TO COMPLETE THE TOPPING OF THE THOR FUEL TANK. THIS
SECOND HOLD LASTED APPROXIMATELY 1 MINUTE.

4. PAD DAMAGE

PAD DAMAGE WAS LIGHT AND NORMAL RECOVERY TIME IS
EXPENDED.

SCP 4.